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HOMESTAKE ROAD
AND NEARBY CLIMBS

About 30 minutes north of Leadville on hwy 24 are a bunch
of small cliffs and big boulders, the map on the third page
of these notes details how to get to this and other climbing
areas in the vicinity. The Homestake Road Crag is the most
popular climbing spot in this area.
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HOMESTAKE ROAD CRAG
This sport cliff is super popular with folks from Vail and Leadville and for it’s small size has a bunch of
quality routes most of them peppered with good incuts and a few greasy foot holds. The dark color of
the rock means that it heats up fast in the morning sun (east facing) and is skillet hot by 10am even if
it is only 70 degrees out.
The inset routes in the white box are in about the right place and are appropriately scaled.
1 Unknown JJ .8 85’
Popular beginner/intermediate route, more low angle than the rest of the climbs.
2

Neon Noodle JJ 11a 85’

7 Unknown JJJ .9+ 85’
A fun route and good warm up. If this is at your lead limit you can climb this route first and then walk
around on the top of the cliff to set-up other routes on top rope.

3 Wolfgang Shuffle JJ.11c 85’
Finishes with the same crux as Transgnifier.

8 Unknown JJ .11d 40’
This route packs a forearm punch for being so short. A few moves ten feet from top are likely to stop
you in your tracks.

4 Transmagnifier JJJ.11c 85’
Continuously tricky with no good rest before the crux finishing moves.

9 Don’t Drag the Dog JJ .10c
Great climbing between good holds in the horizontal cracks. Originally climbed without the bolts.

5 Night and Day JJJ .10b 85’
Probably the most popular climb on the cliff. Super fun climbing on holds that get progressively bigger
the closer you get to the top.

10 Unknown J .10a
Follow the bolts towards awkward climbing once you get up to the shallow right facing corner.

6 Psychic Bomber JJ .10c 85’
A nice route that has a hands off rest at about 2/3 height on the large ledge on the right. The final
moves of the climb are the hardest.
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HORNSILVER
There are about fifteen routes and some bouldering around the Hornsilver Campground. Here are some
of the more popular options, a few campground boulder problems and short sport climbs are obvious as
you drive in.

AIRCRAFT
CARRIER

1 Mission Control JJ .11a 100’
Climb the left side of the face, just right of the large balanced block. After a break on the ledge tackle
steeper climbing and traverse left under the roof to join Moonwalk. Shares the anchor with Moonwalk.
2 Moonwalk JJJ.11c 100’
Super fun and varied climbing with a .11 section before reaching the ledge and another before getting a
no hands rest 15’ from the anchor.
The following routes are on the Lower Tier, lines drawn on the picture above may not be exactly correct as
the routes are mostly obscured by the trees. The climbs are obvious once you are standing below them.
3 Luna Clips J.10c
Bolts.
4 Luna C JJJ.12b 70’
Climbing on thin edges. Bolts and bring one hand sized piece for the horizontal.
5 Saturn Uranus JJ .10c
Bolts and bring one hand sized piece for the horizontal. Can be top roped from the Bomba Chute anchors.
6 Bomba Chute JJ.9
Climb the obvious crack on the right side of the cliff.

The Aicraft Carrier has some of the best bouldering around
with options from V0-V10. Also in the area are 10-20 sport
routes. In addition to the classic Star Crossed Lovers, Cool
Arete V9 is another superb line that climbs the arete on the
cliff behind the Aircraft Carrier.
1 Star Crossed Lovers JJJJ V5+
Climbs the obvious large holds picture here. Great moves,
good rock.
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All of these cliffs and boulders are about 30 minutes north of Leadville on highway 24 (on the way to Red
Cliff and Minturn). The sharp S turn after passing through Camp Hale is the tip off that you are there.
1 Homestake Road Crag 85’
Take the Homestake Resevoir Road which is on the left in the last turn of the S curve. Follow it for about
.75 miles until the cliff is obvious on your right. A 45 second approach will get you to the base of the cliff.
Other Cliffs on Homestake Road
At about mile marker 8 on the Homestake Road is a 60’ cliff that is barely visible through the trees on
your right. This cliff has an .11c and a super overhanging .12c/d, the rock quality on both routes leaves
a little to be desired. At the base of this cliff is a 15’ boulder with about 6 decent problems on it, none
harder than about V4.
Just before the final switchbacks to the resevoir are a bunch of hard sport climbs perched on the slope to
your right (east facing).
2 Aircraft Carrier Area
Park just after the bridge that crosses the river. Walk for about five minutes before branching off the
main trail and heading up the hill. You will pass a large boulder with and obvious V8 on the back side of
it before reaching the Aircraft Carrier. A bunch of sport climbs have recently been established on the cliffs
in this area.
3 Hornsilver Camground Area 100’
A little further down 24 from the Homestake Road is the clearly signed Hornsilver Campground. Routes
here require a short approach up the steep south facing hill. Across the river from Hornsilver a super
overhung cliff that has an old .10 route on its’ left side and a shorter and appealing looking figer crack
on the right.

